
TWISTED BIT TIMES 

Vatarlnarv Wimer care consldarauons 

While ,nos-t of our horse-s have the luxury of a 11ke barn. good quality feed arHI 
conscientious OW11crs, it is helpful to occasionally review the changes in basic care
that the winter necessitates.. As the temperature drops and days shorten, water, 
feed, blanketing and shoeing routines may need to be adjusted. 
The average horse requires a minimum or 10 to 12 gallons of water a day.1>asture
contains 60·80% moisture, so when unavailable the deficit must be made up (in 
contrast hay and grain typically contain less than 15% moisture). Keeping water 
between 45° and 65° will maximize consumption and Increasing salt Intake will also
encourage drinking. 
Winter temperatures will also increase a horse's energy requirements. When the 
temperature drops below 41 ° F for a horse who is clipped or 18°F' with a full winter 
coat additional energy is needed to maintain core body temperature. It is best to 
prO\lide extra calories as forage as the process of digesting hay produces more heat 
1han that of utilizing grain. 
The natt,ral winter coat or a horse is very efficient and acts as insulation by trapping 
air. While it may seen obvious that blanketing is required when a horse is body 
clipped. the effects of mud or moisture on an unclipped horse can be just as 
significant As little as 0.1 in of rain can drastically reduce the insulating ability of a 
natural coat. The need for blankets is also influenced by a horse's age, body 
condition and health. 
L...1stly. it may be impo,1:ant to alter your horse's footwear to provide more traction
In snowy or Icy conditions. Snow pads and/or studs can help offset the effects of 
slip1>ing and snow compaction. It is also im1>0rt.ant to routinely pick out feet to 
remove balls of ice and snow that can easily accumulate. 
While this is by no means an exhaustive list of winter care considerations, I hope it 
provides a good refresher of some basic concerns and care modific.ations!

Eric.a Rosen, OVM 

Miller and Associates 
erica.,·oscn.dvm@mlller·dvm.com 

FOUR-JUMP EXCERCISES 
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A. UOYD EQUESTRIAN, NEW SOUTH W Al.ES, AUS'IRALIA 
LLOYD 

HTTP:ffLLOYDEQUESTRIAN.COM/ EQVESTRJJUI 

A trusted source of information 
Many of you know the Twisted Bit Sadd!ery as your "go to" store for all your equine 
needs. 
Whether you shop online at WWW.TWISTEDBIT.COM or at the Scarsdale Location, 
the Staff provides quality products with personal service. 

Now you can enjoy our monthly newsletter, which will cover a variety of subjects includ
ing training tips, special events calendar and relative news about your equestrian 
community. 

We WELCOME your input! Send us questions or some exciting news you'd like to 
share and we'll try to include it in the next editions of "The Times"

FAQ 

Understanding the New USEF Shockwave Rule 

•Shock•Nave therapy must be pertoimed by a Vet or under their direct prescription.

• If the horse requires sedation, it must be pertormed by a Vet

• Shockwave of limbs must be pertormed at least 4 days prior to competing (not within
the 3 days preceding competition).

• Shockwave of the back and croup is allowed cioser to competition but not within the
12 hours prior to showing. If treatment of the back or croup is performed within 3 days
of showing a Medication Report must be filed by the Trainer.


